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Chapter 2241

“What? You can even practice the Air Tearing Technique, it seems that I really underestimated you.”

Omi said, “Come with your name, I just want to steal the flag from you, I don’t want to hold a grudge
against you.”

“Listen carefully, my name is Jia Tianyu.”

After saying that, Omi was suddenly triple-minded, taking out a sword with one hand and a saber with
the other, while at the same time, his body was internally operating the Star Shifting Great Law.

There wasn’t a single person in the Earth Immortal Realm who could do three uses of one mind, and
there wasn’t necessarily one in the Heavenly Realm either.

From afar, the captain Ming Cheng, who was watching, saw Omi holding a weapon in each of his two
hands and said, “Not bad, he can actually be able to do two things in one mind, but I’m really worried
that he’s not as good as focusing on one weapon for his combat power.”

At that moment, that captain’s assistant said, “Captain, if you look at Omi’s body surface again, is
there still a hidden layer of aura?”

The captain took a look, and sure enough, he was shocked, “He’s not even dual-use in one mind, but
triple-use in one mind.”

“Captain, one mind and three uses ah, this is not necessarily many people in the Heavenly Realm who
can do it.”

Captain Ming Cheng said, “There are people who can do it in the Heavenly Realm, but it’s unknown
howmuch power they can exert.If Omi is able to use his mind three times and still exert the power of
concentrating on one mind with each of them, then there will be no one else in the entire Heavenly
Realm.”

“Captain, I think Omi is bluffing in nine out of ten cases, and with three uses of one concentration, and
each concentration still has to exert the power it had when it was only one concentration, wouldn’t
that be the equivalent of three people joining forces, each using one weapon.” Remember the
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“Well, indeed, this is somewhat similar to the legendary Thousand Hands, which is one of the highest
battle methods, One Heart, One Thousand Uses.”

While the captain and his assistant were talking, Omi and that Dao Immortal, Jia Tianyu, had already
made their move.

That Jia Tianyu cultivated the Greatest Law of All, and he had already cultivated the Greatest Law of
All, to more than 120 layers.With a pre-Dao Immortal’s realm, refining a spell to more than 120 layers,
he was indeed a pretty good fighter.

It was just that he didn’t have the ability to focus on one thing at a time like Omi.



Right now, when Jia Tianyu saw Omi’s single-mindedness and triple-use, he was truly incomparably
impressed.

Omi’s two hands, one hand displaying the Shura Divine Sword and the other hand the Sun and Moon
Divine Sword, both swords combined to fight with Jia Tianyu at the same time.

However, Omi appeared to be under pressure, whether it was his Sun and Moon Divine Sword or the
Shura Divine Saber, he had only cultivated to over forty layers, a level that was clearly not enough
compared to Jia Tianyu, who had trained to over 120 layers with the Greatest Law of the World.

However, Omi was after all Omi, his comprehension of both the Shura Divine Saber and the Sun and
Moon Divine Sword were not comparable to ordinary people, and his swords combined and
complemented each other, the power exerted under such a situation was no less than practicing either
of them to a hundred layers.

However, after all, Omi’s realm was low, and Omi was at a disadvantage when he did it.

However, the good thing was that Omi knew the Star Shifting Technique, and every time Jia Tianyu
attacked him, Omi shifted to his opponent.

And so, the fight went on for ten minutes.

Jia Tianyu was slow to take Omi down, but instead, because Omi kept transferring the power of his
attacks to him, resulting in Jia Tianyu’s advantage getting lower and lower.

“Stop stop stop.”Ten minutes later, Jia Tianyu took the initiative to shout stop.

“What?”

&

nbsp; “Omi, forget it, I’m not going to waste time with you, if we continue to fight like this, I may not
be able to win against you, and if I don’t win against you, I’ll instead waste so much energy that I won’t
have the time or energy to snatch other people’s flags.It’s just a matter of letting you have it.”Jia
Tianyu didn’t want to fight with Omi anymore.

Omi took the flag and ran to the captain at once.

The captain originally wanted to move his body so that Omi wouldn’t be able to give him the flag so
easily, but seeing that Omi was a Heavenly Immortal and it wasn’t easy to win, he didn’t make it any
harder and just took Omi’s flag and said, “Omi, congratulations, you’re the first one to enter the
twenty, I hope you’ll keep up the good work.”

“Okay, thank you Captain.”However, Omi didn’t have confidence inside, because he had just had such a
hard time with Jia Tianyu, and in the end, it was only because Jia Tianyu didn’t want to fight with him
anymore that he got the flag, otherwise it wasn’t really sure.

Omi’s Sun and Moon Divine Sword and Shura Divine Blade had only been practiced so little after all,
and it was really too hard to defeat the Dao Immortal.

“No, I definitely won’t be able to enter the top ten, those who are able to enter the top ten, all of
them have practiced their respective spells and air tearing techniques to over 120 layers, even if my
power increases greatly after the swords are combined, I’ll still survive the equivalent of practicing to
100 layers, it’s still not even close, besides, I’m still a Heaven Immortal, I’ve lost in the realm, try to ask,
how can I enter the top ten?This is simply whimsical, just this round, if it wasn’t for the fact that Jia



Tianyu didn’t want to fight me anymore, I really might not have been able to win against him.Moreover,
the captain also clearly deflated me, directly taking my flag without making things more difficult for
me.”Omi was a little frustrated, not expecting that he was weak like this.

But at this moment, Omi suddenly saw that among the other people who were still fighting at the
scene, he saw one person casting, the Shura Divine Blade.

“Ah, that person, displaying the Shura Divine Saber?”Omi could tell at a glance.

“Great.”Omi was overjoyed.

Omi immediately gazed at it, if he could, he wanted to practice his sword in place and put the Shura
Divine Saber up a bit more.

“The Shura Divine Saber that person is displaying is so profound, it’s already over 100 layers, at least
130 layers, tsk tsk.”Omi admired, but at the same time, he didn’t forget to live, with Omi’s memory and
comprehension, when he saw someone else cast it, even if he couldn’t learn as much depth from them,
he could still lift himself up a bit.

Omi watched the man fight for several minutes, then, Omi closed his eyes and stopped watching.Omi
toned down and swung his sword in place.

The 45th level of the Shura Divine Sword, which Omi had practiced in his mind after just one start.

Omi continued to practice the 46th layer of the Shura Divine Saber, using the insights he had just
gained from watching others, he had to practice as many layers as possible.

A few seconds later, the 46th level was completed.

In less than a few seconds, the 47th level was completed.

At this moment, the captain’s assistant was busy shouting, “Captain, look at that Omi, he’s practicing
his sword on the spot.”

The captain was shocked, “He was able to find his own comprehension by watching someone else
perform the same Air Tearing Technique, that’s amazing.”

At this moment, the captain was all admiration, he had never seen a genius of this level before, and if
it were anyone else, no matter how powerful they were, it would take thousands or tens of thousands
of years to practice the Air Tearing Technique to become one layer.

“Captain, Omi is really a genius, not only can he train spells, he can also train the Air Tearing Technique,
and he can also use it three times in one heart, this talent, I’m afraid that that Shen Medicine is no
match for him, I’m sure it won’t be long before Shen Medicine will be surpassed by Omi.”Captain
Mingcheng’s assistant said.

The captain couldn’t help but nod his head.
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